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iPhone 11 vs iPhone 8 Plus is a topic that many are currently considering. The recent release of the iPhone 12 and iPhone 12 Pro has changed the pecking order of the iPhone - the iPhone 11 in particular got a price cut and moved down to the range with the new iPhone coming out ahead. This now makes it more of a budget phone, but there are even cheaper iPhone options, including the iPhone 8 Plus,
which is about the same size as the iPhone 11, but still offers a different screen, design and camera suggestion. If you look at these and the price difference between them, let us explain exactly what you get for each one, including detailed explanations of screen quality, camera performance and key technicalities. More phone options are also available on our best smartphones and the best camera
phones. And if you want to bag yourself an offer, check out our Apple Black Friday post with all the best Black Friday deals. (Photo Credit: Apple)iPhone 11 vs iPhone 8 Plus: Design Sample Two phones represent iPhone development quite neatly. The iPhone 8 Plus is an old style that lasted a decade, with thick frames above and below the screen that include a Home button (with Touch ID fingerprint
recognition). The iPhone 11 is a new style design where the screen fills the front, except for the id at the top that includes the Face ID face security system. This means that while the iPhone 11 is slightly smaller and lighter than the iPhone 8 Plus, it has a significantly larger screen that takes more advantage of this property. In addition to this, you will notice a lot of similarities between the devices – the glass
front, aluminum sides and the glass back. The iPhone 11 has a square camera bump in style, matched by the iPhone 11 Pro, iPhone 12 and iPhone 12 Pro; The iPhone 8 Plus has a small camera system bread on the back. We mentioned two types of security systems – previously, we'd say that the convenience of Face ID made it superior overall for Touch ID, but it doesn't handle masks very well, so
recent events have made Touch ID perhaps more affordable. However, we wouldn't make it the primary reason to choose one phone over another. The iPhone 11 has a black, white, red, green, yellow and purple finish. The iPhone 8 Plus has a black, white and gold finish. The iPhone 11 is a little more waterproof, so it is more likely to accidentally survive in a dunks bath; Similarly, it has a slightly harder
glass, so it's more likely to survive accidental trips to the floor without breaking.iPhone 11 vs iPhone 8 Plus: Screen (Photo Credit: Apple)The screen of these phones is the size compared to the details. The iPhone 11 has a 6.1-inch screen that fills the front of the phone body and provides more usable space in apps. The iPhone 8 Plus has a 5.5-inch screen that isn't particularly big by today's standards. The
resolution of the iPhone 11 is 1792 x 828 with a pixel density of 326ppi, while an iPhone iPhone The resolution of the plus is 1920 x 1080 pixel density 401ppi. So, the iPhone 8 Plus offers more pixels, and being in a smaller space makes the screen considerably sharper. The iPhone 8 Plus also offers a full 16:9 Full HD display, making it especially suitable for watching videos. The screen of the iPhone 11 is
19.5:9, which is widescreen (horizontally) like 8 Plus, which means that the 16:9 video doesn't quite fill it. This isn't a problem – it just doesn't make the most of the screen, as 8 Plus does. However, some Netflix content is 18:9, so the iPhone 11 comes in there as its own, although the resolution remains partially between 720p and 1080p. On top of that, the screens are very similar. Both are LCD displays
with a brightness of 612 nits, with support from the P3 color scale, and Apple's True Tone technology for adjusting color temperature to reduce eye strain. The iPhone 11 is marginally rated for better contrast - 1,400:1 compared to the iPhone 8 Plus' 1,300:1.iPhone 11 vs iPhone 8 Plus: Battery life (Photo Credit: Apple)Despite the larger battery-hungry display, the smaller body and more powerful processor,
the iPhone 11 is actually the winner here. Normally, we expect these factors to be a problem, but the iPhone 11 benefits from advances in battery size and energy efficiency in its components to continue significantly longer than the 8 Plus.The iPhone 8 Plus has a 2,675mAh battery, although the 11 has a 3,110mAh battery, so you'll look at about 20% extra juice available on the iPhone 11. Exactly how
much extra life that gives you in practice depends on your usage - constant hammering 4G downloads take a big toll on anything, for example. Apple estimates the iPhone 11 for 17-hour video playback on iPhone 11, while the iPhone 8 Plus gets 14 hours (roughly equivalent to a 20% battery size difference). Based on the experience of both phones, the iPhone 8 Plus is perfectly capable of withstanding full-
day moderate usage, but the iPhone 11 still goes to the next day. Both phones include wireless charging and fast charging with cable and higher power adapter.iPhone 11 vs iPhone 8 Plus: Camera (Photo Credit: Apple)These phones have three key differences in camera: lens selection; the quality of the components; and software. Let's start with the lens selection. Although both phones have dual
cameras, the two systems are different. The iPhone 8 Plus includes a wide-angle camera and a 2x telescreen camera; The iPhone 11 includes a wide-angle camera and a 0.5x ultra-wide-angle camera. The iPhone 8 Plus system is built around portrait mode image taking – the telephoto lens gives much more of a look than someone with their own camera, and the two lenses work together to mapp the
scene in 3D to apply a convincing fake field depth effect around the subject. The system on the iPhone 11 is designed around Night mode, allowing for usable, detailed photos, although should not be compared to what the cameras normally can withstand. The iPhone 11 also takes portrait mode images, but the length of the different lens makes them a little less pro-style, and there is no 3D map for the
blurring effect, so it's not used quite as convincingly. It also works only on humans and pets, while on 8 Plus it works for anything. However, the ultra-wide angle lens of the iPhone 11 offers a completely different way to take certain pictures, especially around landscapes and architecture, or be creative with perspective on nearby topics. The 8 Plus' 2x zoom lens, of course, offers the ability to get a little
closer without losing the resolution. It's two different approaches, so in some ways you can simply make your choice of which approach appeals to you more... But those aren't the only differences. Let's move on to the quality of the components. With two extra years of development compared to the iPhone 8 Plus, the cameras on the iPhone 11 are simply more capable. All sensors have the same 12-
megapixel resolution on both phones, but they shoot at a higher quality level on the new phone. And that's partly because of topic 3: software. The iPhone 11 does a lot more work in the background when you take pictures to improve them in the time it takes you to press the shutter, and that makes its shots much better. Smart HDR does a massively better job balancing the lights so that contrast images
don't lose details in highlights or shadows, for example. Deep Fusion is a technology that automatically improves sharpness and clarity by taking multiple shots and combining their best parts. We already mentioned Night mode, which allows you to get genuinely good looking pictures in places where it wasn't physically possible before. As a result of all this, the iPhone 11 clearly takes superior photos to
iPhone 8 Plus. From the levels of detail to the riches and accuracy of the colors, it is immediately noticeable. The iPhone 11 is also better equipped for video from these rear cameras. Both phones do 4K recording with up to 60 fps, but the iPhone 11 comes with an 'Extended Dynamic Range', which again really helps with exposure and vibrations in scenes to make things look more realistic and avoid areas
of deep shadow or exaggerated lights. The installation of the iPhone 8 Plus lens is actually better for video makers - you want the zoom much more than usual ultra-wide angle - but the quality is different again. When it comes to a forward-facing camera, there is no doubt that the iPhone 11 is miles ahead. It is a 12MP sensor instead of a 7MP, and includes the ability to take portrait mode images and
includes 4K video recording for up to 60 fps. The iPhone 8 Plus can do 1080p 30fps.iPhone 11 vs iPhone 8 Plus: Performance (Photo credit: Apple)It's another knockout of the iPhone 11 here. Its Apple A13 processor has improved tremendously with the iPhone 8 Plus Compared. Which doesn't mean the 8 Plus still seems to use a stuttering old laptop – it's still a capable device that uses the latest version
of iOS and is able to handle creative apps. But the iPhone 11 is smoother and faster, and it's more future-proof for iOS updates and new apps coming to the line.iPhone 11 vs iPhone 8 Plus: Price (Photo Credit: Apple)iPhone 11 just had a price cut, which dropped it to $599/$599/$999 with 64GB of storage. It may not be enough if you want to access its large document libraries directly, but you can step up
to 128GB for £649/$649/AU$1079 or 256GB for £749/$749/AU$1249.Apple no longer sells iPhone 8 Plus, so while it's sometimes possible to find new models sold through a telemarketer, you'll mostly look at pre-owned or refurbished models. The iPhone 8 Plus was available for 64GB or 256GB, and you should look at about half the price of the iPhone for a well-maintained one. The downside, of course, is
that there may not be any warranty associated with this – some second-hand stores offer them, but if you buy privately, you're going to pay to fix the problems yourself.iPhone 11 vs iPhone 8 Plus: What should you buy? When it comes to the screen, there are attractive reasons to choose the iPhone 8 Plus – it may be a little smaller, but its sharper and perfect for video, and otherwise there is little difference
in quality. However, in every other way, the iPhone 11 is overwhelming. From the size of the extra screen to the camera quality, battery life and the incoming display of the processor, it's a wiser investment. Especially considering that you get Apple's global guarantee when you buy a new iPhone 11. Check out today's best deals on both iPhones below. Read more: more:
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